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Executive SummaryWHITE PAPER

Customer service and contact center agents are the most customer-facing entity 

a company has. However, many companies still don’t deploy the best capabilities 

to provide the optimal work environment for agents as well as great customer 

experiences. The connection between agent experience and customer experience 

and its bottom-line impact has been inferred over the years, but a new study 

conducted by LiveOps and Dr. Natalie Petouho"’s Customer Experience Research 

Group looked more closely at this impact on both operational costs and revenue 

generation in the contact center.

This study was conducted to determine:

1.    The value and need for social, multichannel customer service and universal 

       agents/queues

2.   How technology a"ects agent happiness and productivity 

3.   The impact of technology on agent and customer experience as well as customer

      lifetime value (CLTV) and the bottom line.

The study uncovered eight reasons why many companies are stuck in the old 

paradigms of contact center technology and provides eight very practical next 

steps to move your organization forward.

Looking to improve your customer lifetime value? The place to 
start is with your agent experience and productivity.
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We collected data from three di"erent contact centers for the study:

•   $60M private social media company providing subscription-based service 

•   $700M publically traded consumer goods manufacturing company selling 

     electronics 

•   $31B publically traded telecommunications company, which provides 

      technical support services to consumers.

All three contact centers chose to participate in the study to gain additional insights 

into improving operational e!ciencies and to better quantify the costs and the 

benefits to help address their challenges.

Study OverviewWHITE PAPER

This white paper shares the specific findings from just one of the contact 
centers as the featured case study. Look for future publications from 
LiveOps on the other findings, or contact LiveOps to get additional 

information.
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Company Profile:  

•     $31B publicly traded, technical service delivery company.

•     6 contact centers in the US and 32 partner-owned centers for a combined  

       total of 17,000 agents.

•     This study evaluated one of the contact centers with 1,005 agents. With many

       contact center jobs in the area, this center experiences higher than average  

       agent attrition rate of 49%.

•     Due to the highly technical nature of support at this contact center, additional

       complexity is an inherent part of the interaction with the customer.

•     Current CRM system is a 10-year old legacy system that is highly customized.

•     Additional investments will need to be made to provide a “desktop of the future”

       integrating all channels including chat, social and internal collaboration.

        Finding #1:

The Lack of a Common Definition of A Universal Agent In a Multichannel Contact 

Center

Our research found that the definition and actual use of the terms “multichannel” 

and “universal agent” are not universally defined and are o#en not implemented  

as e"ectively as they could be. For this study, the working definition of multichannel 

contact center was that all agents could interact with customers in any channel.

While the contact center does support multiple channels (voice, email and social), 

certain agents specialize and are assigned to certain channels. Some are assigned  

to social and email responses, specializing in written responses. Voice agents can  

interact via email, however their primary assigned interaction channel is voice.  

They are currently evaluating solutions to integrate social media, chat and internal 

collaboration to the desktop for Customer Service. 

We found that the 

[\Êe`k`fe�Xe[�XZklXc�

use of the term 

“multichannel” 

Xe[�Xggc`ZXk`fe�

of the “universal 

agent” ZfeZ\gk�

Xi\�efk�le`m\ijXccp�

[\Êe\[�Xe[�Xi\�f]k\e�

efk�`dgc\d\ek\[�Xj�

\í\Zk`m\cp�Xj�k_\p�

Zflc[�Y\%À��

Research FindingsWHITE PAPER
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         Finding # 2: 

Technology A!ects Agent Attitude

Agents said that they felt e!cient technology a"ects their ability to do their job and 

that drives their attitude.

Because interactions tend to be of a very technical nature, with agents needing to help 

subscribers to conduct troubleshooting with them over the phone, email or social, it is 

important that the technology and knowledge bases they use to service customers be 

fast, simple to use and accurate, providing agents with timely answers so customers 

don’t have to call back and the customer perceives the service easy to use.

Not all agents are proficient or experienced enough to service all channels. All of 

the agents start out on the phone as they can be easily monitored and coached for 

training purposes. As they become more proficient and progress, some can then be 

assigned new channel(s) such as email, and then perhaps more advanced real-time 

channels such as social and then chat.

Training 1,005 agents on any new system is a major concern and there are 17,000 

agents across the entire support network. While all channels must be managed,  

management is concerned about bringing in yet another tool or system into the  

current mix.

        Finding #3

Growing Concern About the Company Not Directly Addressing Social Media

The contact center is looking to tightly integrate social media (Twitter, Facebook),  

chat and co-browsing into “the desktop of the future” for Customer Service. When  

we interviewed the company, they had been monitoring and responding to requests  

using Twitter within customer service for about three years. The Facebook page is 

owned by Marketing and Sales team. Very recently the contact center gained shared 

ownership responsibility to respond to Facebook service issues.  

Our ZfdgXep�has  

to start gXp`e^�Xkk\e-

k`fe�kf�social media… 

N_\e�dp�]i`\e[j�Xjb�

d\�XYflk�k_Xk#�@�]\\c�

embarrassed that 

k_\p don’t.

Research Findings

@kÂj�good that we are 
interacting in social 
media.�@�nXj�Xk�Xefk_-
er ZfdgXep�Xe[�k_\p�
were deleting cus-
tomer’s comments. 
9lk�@�nfe[\i�XYflk�
how confusing `k�`j�kf�
customers $�k_\p�j\\�
fe\�[\gXikd\ek�jXp�
one thing�`e�social 
media channels and 
another department 
jXp�something else. 
Jfd\k`d\j�Zljkfd\ij�
ZXcc�lj�Xe[�k\cc�lj�k_Xk�
jfd\fe\�\cj\�kfc[�
them something dif-
ferent.�N`j_�n\Â[�^\k�
better�Xk�ZfccXYfiXk`e^%

—Customer Service Agent

WHITE PAPER

—Customer Service Agent



         Finding #4

Significant Impact of Technology on Agent Productivity

Below is the Agent Productivity Cost Savings Table that shows an annualized savings 

for improved agent productivity, improved agent satisfaction and reduced attrition of 

$5.42M if they are empowered with an integrated multichannel agent desktop with 

built-in social support.  
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N\�_Xm\�fli�own 

jpjk\d�of answers we 

use to help Zljkfd\ij%�

Most of us use Excel. 

N\�Zi\Xk\�X�spread-

sheet with answers 

that we use that seem 

kf�_\cg customers. @�

cffb\[�Xk�dp�]i`\e[Âj�

Xe[�_\ij�`j�not the 

same�Xj�d`e\�$�jf�n\�

Xi\�gifYXYcp�not con-

sistent n_\e�n\�^`m\�

Zljkfd\ij�answers. 

@�^\k�Zljkfd\ij�k\cc`e^�

d\�k_Xk�jfd\fe\�\cj\�

kfc[�k_\d�something 

[`í\i\ek%�Dp�_Xe[j�

are tied.”

WHITE PAPER

—Customer Service Agent

A “time motion analysis” of these agents using current contact center tools and agent 

desktop showed that they lose productivity because:

Agent Productivity Savings Table

Increase agent productivity - 
phone

Increase agent productivity - 
email

Increase agent productivity - 
Twitter 

Improve First Contact 
Resolution (see Finding #5) 

Improve agent satisfaction/
decrease agent attrition 
(see Finding #6)        

$29,729

$16,500  

$356,748

$198,000

Activity Type                    Activity Value/Month      Activity Value/Annually

$1,600 $19,200

$320,571  $3,846,852

$1,000,000

:04  Search for existence of Twitter account

:10 Searching for answers in database

:21 Cutting and pasting from di!erent systems

:07 Manual verification and entry of customer 
 Twitter handle

:03 Manual tabulation of service Tweets 
 processed/closed

:10 Searching for answers in database

:06 Reviewing Excel sheets for answers

:03 Cutting and pasting into email

:08 Toggling between 4-5 screens

:10 Searching for answers in database

:05 Toggling between 3-4 screens

:03 Cutting and pasting from notepad to CRM

Twitter
45 seconds per conversation

Email
27 seconds per email

Total Lost Productivity Time

Phone
18 seconds per call
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         Finding #5

Improved First Contact Resolution from Agent Productivity Savings

First Contact Resolution (FCR) is an important metric to customer service because it is 

an indicator of customer satisfaction and lowers operational costs. 

For contact centers not supporting a universal agent with visibility to multiple chan-

nels (voice, chat, email, and social media), it is impossible to have complete visibility 

into FCR. As an example, the agent may not know that an interaction occurred in 

chat, if they only have visibility to voice or the email channel. Therefore the customer 

service center doesn’t have an accurate account of the number of attempts by the 

customer at first interactions per issue and the FCR value is inaccurate.  

Additionally, the agent must cut & paste the chat interaction into the contact center 

management so#ware, which reduces their productivity and increases the cost of the 

chat interaction. 

Research FindingsWHITE PAPER

Calculation for Lost Agent Productivity due to Cumbersome Desktop
Step 1: Calculate 1 second of an agent’s time at $13/hr fully loaded

minutes in an hour per minute

per second

$13/60 $.216

seconds in a minute$.216/60 $.004

lost per callseconds per call:18 $.07

months12

calls/month424,696 X cost/interaction$.07 $29,729

$356,748 

Total productivity cost lost per year:

Step 2: Calculate total productivity cost lost in contact center

X cost per second$.004

lost per emailseconds per email:27 $.11X cost per second$.004
lost per 
conversation

seconds 
per Twitter 
conversation

:41 $.16X cost per second$.004

emails/month150,000 X cost/interaction$.11 $16,500

tweets/month10,000 X cost/interaction$.16 $1,600

$198,000 $19,200
phone email Twitter

@Âm\�lj\[�chat�n_\e�@�

shop�dpj\c]%�@k�i\Xccp�

dXb\j�X�[`í\i\eZ\%�

N`k_flk�`k�@�ZXeÂk�k\cc�

pfl�_fn�dXep�k`d\j�

@Âm\�_X[�questions 

Xe[�ki`\[�kf�ZXcc�k_\�

ZXcc�Z\ek\i�$ good 

luck with that. But 

ZfdgXe`\j�with chat 

$�`kj�\Xjp�kf�^\k�pfli�

hl\jk`fej�answered 

Xe[�@�befn�Xk�c\Xjk�]fi�

d\# it helps�d\�^\k�dp�

hl\jk`fej�Xejn\i\[�jf�

k_Xk�@�Êe`j_�gliZ_Xj`e^�

jklí%�@�Y\k�fli�Zljkfd-

\ij�nflc[�Ylp more `]�

k_\p�^fk�k_\�_\cg�k_\p�

needed.”

—Customer Service Agent$
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The savings from improving FCR can be measured by multiplying the reduction in the 

volume of repeat contacts. The assumption is that the problem was not resolved in the 

first interaction.

   

         Finding #6

E!ect of Technology on Reducing Agent Attrition

Agents interviewed felt they could be more productive if there were fewer systems to 

use and know. Agents also felt that they can get stressed when they cannot find the 

necessary answers for customers. Technology directly a"ects their ability to do their 

job and it can make the job harder than it needs to be. Under those circumstances, 

outdated technology or siloed systems can be a cause of agent attrition.  

Due to the highly technical nature of the customer interactions, this company has 

stated that the time to train their new agents is 7 weeks and then 90 days to ramp  

up to achieve complete productivity. The stated estimated cost for onboarding is 

$10,000 per each new agent. The attrition rate is running at approximately 49%.

Research FindingsWHITE PAPER

Savings from Improved First Contact Resolution (FCR)

not resolved

459,600 

$4.50

142,476  

$2.25

months12

Savings per year: $3,846,852

interactions X $2.25

Interaction volume per month  

Cost of first interaction

142,476 Percentage of interactions not 
resolved on first contact     

Cost of second interaction reduced 
due to integrated desktop

$320,571
Savings from improving FCR

@kÂj�embarrassing 

when customers�ZXcc�

`e�Xe[�jXp�½�k_`j�`j�k_\�

second or third or 

fourth k`d\�@Âm\�Zfe-

kXZk\[�k_`j�ZfdgXep�

and dp�gifYc\d�`j�jk`cc�

efk�Êo\[%�@�]\\c�YX[�

k_Xk�k_\p�_Xm\�kf keep 

calling�`e%�:ljkfd\ij�

k\cc�lj�k_\p�Xi\�so mad 

k_\p�Xi\�^feeX�post�`e�

social media where 

\m\ipfe\�ZXe�j\\%�

That’s not good.”

—Customer Service Agent
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         Finding #7

E!ect of Technology on Agent Responding Immediately to Negative Word of Mouth 

via Social Posts

Research by McKinsey* states WOM is the primary factor behind 20-50% percent of 

all purchasing decisions. In fact, a high-impact recommendation — from a trusted 

friend conveying a relevant message, for example — is up to 50 times more likely to 

trigger a purchase than is a low-impact recommendation.

From research conducted for the book Integrating People with Process and 

Technology, by Dr. Natalie Petouho", Dr. Jon Anton and Lisa Schwartz, a typical 

satisfied customer tends to tell five others. However, a dissatisfied customer will 

typically tell at least 10 other people about their negative experience. 

Negative WOM impacts sales directly. For every 10 consumers that “hear” negative 

comments, at least one person will take action. The a"ected person will either elect 

not to purchase or will also spread negative WOM about the product or service. 

Research shows negative WOM tends to spread faster than positive WOM. With the 

advent of social communication and “public displays of negative WOM” and “word 

Cost of Agent Attrition

per agent$10,000 

49%

per agent$10,000

Savings per year: $1,000,000

Cost of Agent Onboarding

Agent Attrition Rate 

1,005Total Number of Agents     

493Number of Agents Leaving  annually

1005 X 10% conservative percentage 
decrease in turnoveragents 101 agents saved

@�b\\g�changing�afYj�½�

dfjkcp�Y\ZXlj\�@�k_`eb�

the e\ok�ZfdgXep�`j�

^feeX�be better and 

`kj�not. K_\p�dXb\�`k�

jfle[�c`b\�dp�afY�`j�

^feeX�Y\�jf�\Xjp% But 

pfl�^\k�`e�k_\i\�Xe[�

k_\e�`kÂj�k_\�same old 

jkfip�½�cfkÂj�f]�cutting 

and pasting#�k`d\�

wasted�n`k_�jcfn�fi�

YX[�jpjk\dj�½�X�cfk�f]�

g\fgc\�have left�k_`j�

ZfdgXep%�@�nfe[\i�`]�

k_\p�n`cc�ever get it?” 

—Customer Service Agent
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of mouse”, we estimate that for every five consumers that see negative WOM, one 

person will take action accordingly. 

In the figure below, for every 10,000 customers serviced, there are 18,000 negative 

referrals. The di"erence between the 18,000 negative referrals and the 14,000 

positive is 4,000 negative referrals. For every 4,000 negative referrals, one in 

10 potential customers take action (do not buy/cancel) yielding 400 net lost 

customers.  In this example, negative WOM overrides positive referrals yielding 

400 lost new customers (i.e. customers that do not purchase.)  

Universal agents that use multichannel queue management can respond more quickly 

in real-time to social posts via customer service and shi# negative WOM into positive 

WOM before it has an impact on subscriptions and brand value.

Research Findings

Strategic Customer Service: Managing Customer Service to Increase Positive Word of Mouth, Build Loyalty and 
Maximize Profits, John A. Goodman, pg 82.

WHITE PAPER

A conservative revenue impact is calculated below:

Saved Potential Sales from Immediately Handling Bad WOM via Social Channels:

$1,600  

Revenue per year:       $640,000

annual revenue/
subscriber X 400 saved customer 

sales 10,000   customers 
serviced

for every 
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         Finding #8

Impact of Technology on Proactive Social Customer Engagement And Increasing  

Customer Lifetime Value

For subscribers searching for information, o#en the only place where they can get 

those questions answered is with the contact center. When customers have questions 

or show interest in the company’s services via phone calls, chat, email or in social 

networks and online, it is critical that the questions get answered in real time. 

Customer service can help convert potential customers into actual customers  

and drive sales, as well as increase the length of the subscription or additional  

programming or hardware purchases and increase customer lifetime value. In  

addition, customers who are not actively posting but reading the brand’s and  

customer’s posts can also be positively influenced by the interaction.

Assumptions:  

Productivity = answer more interactions, improve customer experience (less wait time)

With social channels, chat integrated to contact center = increase positive WOM=in-

creased subscribers, real-time interactions with chat, increased potential for customer 

lifetime value extended

Research FindingsWHITE PAPER

@�nfe[\i�`]�manage-

ment�`j�\m\i�^feeX� 

realize that not  

participating�`e  

social media�`j� 

hurting�fli�Zfd-

gXep6�N\�ignore 

customers or we 

kXb\�Zfdd\ekj�

[fne%�That is just 

so wrong.”

—Customer Service Agent

Customer Lifetime Value

$31.8BAnnual Revenue

$3,180,000Annual Increase in CLTV: 

$1,600 per year

1,988

$265,000  per month

Average CLTV 

Number of customers needed 
to increase revenue 0.1%

12 months

0.1% increase in revenue 
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Below is the conservative, annualized increase in incremental revenue for the 

contact center that shows potential areas for contribution to topline growth by 

reducing subscriber churn equaling $44,000, immediately responding to negative 

word of mouth social posts equaling $200,000 and proactive subscriber engagement 

equaling $544,000. 

Research FindingsWHITE PAPER

Increased Incremental Revenue Table
Activity Type                    Activity Value/Month      Activity Value/Annually

Immediate handling negative 
word of mouth from social 
posts

Proactive chat, social/tradi-
tional customer engagement 
– increase CLTV- extend 
subscription 1 year for 1,988 
customers

$640,000

$3,180,000

$53,333

$265,000 

@�j\\�companies  

i\XZ_�flk�kf�g\fgc\�

`e�social media and 

k_\p�i\Xccp help�k_\d%�

@�befn�`k�dXb\j�d\�]\\c�

dfi\�cfpXc when that 

_Xgg\ej�kf�d\%�Fli�

customers�dljk�]\\c�

the�jXd\�nXp%�@�n`j_�

n\Â[�[f�k_`j better.”

—Customer Service Agent

Total Bottom Line Impact 

$356,748

$9,240,800

$198,000

$19,200
+

$3,846,852

$1,000,000 
+
+

+

=

$640,000+
$3,180,000+
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Steps to Improving the Bottom LineWHITE PAPER

The total “profit contribution” from the calculations adds up to $5.4M. If this company 

could consider making the following changes they could save operational costs and 

generate more revenue:

1     Utilize a single, integrated agent desktop to eliminate cutting and pasting

       among disparate systems to maximize interaction visibility and agent 

       productivity

2     Reinvest in a state-of-the-art multichannel agent desktop that includes tight

       email, voice, social channels and chat integration

3     Invest in a state-of-the-art knowledge management database that provides easy

       to find answers for agents reducing AHT and FCR, improving agent satisfaction

4     Gain shared responsibility with Marketing or PR for Facebook/Twitter social 

       customer service issues to respond quickly to negative WOM

5     Create social governance rules with Marketing/Customer Service/Sales/PR

6     Train agents for social and chat interaction on behalf of the company

 a.   How to respond to negative WOM

 b.   How to engage customer without selling

 c.   When to escalate to management on new issues

Don’t reinvent the wheel. Get help from knowledgeable experts and use industry best 

practices to help quantify and identify the best so#ware for your organization as well 

as to create governance and training for your contact center.
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Our research clearly identified operational costs and negative revenue impact in 

contact centers where agent productivity was impacted by a siloed channel approach, 

the lack of integration of social channels in the contact center, and inaccurate 

knowledge databases.

 

In addition, the cumbersome agent desktop and the lack of agent visibility to all 

customer interactions directly impacts customer satisfaction, agent productivity and 

agent satisfaction, which can result in agent attrition rates as high as 50%.  And, even 

more costly to the company are unattended or un-integrated social channels having 

the e"ect of posting bad news about your company in very public channels like 

Facebook and Twitter.

In ConclusionWHITE PAPER

The benefits of improving agent productivity can be:

•     Reduced agent frustration

•     Increased agent productivity

•     Increased FCR (First Contact Resolution)

•     Increased positive word-of-mouth

•     Increased CLTV (Customer Lifetime Value)

•     Reduced costs and increased revenue
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Why Contact Centers Have a Di"cult Time Reinventing ThemselvesWHITE PAPER

There are eight top challenges why contacts centers have a tough time turning on a 

dime to transform themselves:

1    Organizational politics – the Marketing or PR department owns the Facebook 

      page and/or all social channels

2    Legacy systems – large rip-and-replace/integration decisions can take time 

      to approve within IT and the company

3    Proliferation of so!ware choices – all with varying features, functions and maturity

4    Obsolete so!ware – recent so#ware investments that may be already outdated 

      or not performing as advertised 

5    Reliance on an external partner – overly dependent on an outsourced provider’s

      platform for so#ware and hardware

6    Change – changing current methods of operating can be a daunting task

7    Training – siloed systems increase training costs and making changes to how 

      agents and outsourced providers conduct tasks can be time consuming

8    Lack of quantifiable impact – operational costs and topline revenue impact of 

      not making necessary changes have not been quantified in terms of benefits 

      and ROI to the company
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Next StepsWHITE PAPER

By examining the contact centers in this study, you can learn how to gauge and 

justify your company’s investments for reinventing your own contact center. 

When evaluating so#ware, look for solutions that enable a truly integrated, single 

multichannel desktop, which can enable a universal agent to manage multiple 

channels including chat and social channels, so that you can be well positioned to 

serve customers and agents in this next wave of the socially enabled customer.  

You’ll also want to cross-train agents using channel-agnostic subject matter experts. 

Plus, you should work towards establishing shared KPIs across functional departments 

and begin to break down functional silos. 

Here are some practical steps you can take right away:

1    Review the case study in depth

2    Get executive buy-in to benchmark your organization

3    Get outside help to benchmark your content – and bolster credibility 

4    Review the analysis

5    Create the business case for change to people, process and technology

6    Present it to executives and get approval

7    Create a short- and long-term plan

8    Get to it before your competitors beat you to it!
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Dr. Natalie Petouho!
CEO of Social Customer Service Builders: The Results Group™

As a Forrester Analyst, Dr. Natalie led the pack by writing the world’s first Customer 

Service Social Media ROI model. Today Dr. Natalie continues to lead the marketplace 

with her practical experience & proven abilities to guide companies to:

•   Assess, fast track, measure & optimize social media, branding building, Customer

     Service, Contact Center, PR, Marketing and Sales initiatives

•   Vet/choose from top social media so#ware to scale & optimize social media 

     Customer Service, Contact Center, PR, Marketing and Sales initiatives

•   Align CEO-level executives & their sta" by delivering & facilitating practical social

     media strategy sessions, workshops & consulting sessions that help Customer 

     Service professionals get executive buy-in and sponsorship — which is a key 

     di"erentiator for her client’s success.

 

Dr. Natalie has held positions as a Customer Service/CRM management consultant 

where she guided companies to implement contact center strategies and technology 

and executive; as a Forrester Social Media/CRM/Customer Service industry analyst 

where she analyzed so#ware and guided clients to make the best decisions; and as 

a PR & Marketing Executive, where she guided PR and Marketing clients use social 

media to accomplish their goals of awareness, lead conversion rates, sales, revenue 

and profits and the exponential bottom-line li# businesses experience when all 

functional departments collaborate on social media initiatives. 

As a sought a#er thought leader, Dr. Natalie’s work is featured in Hu!ngton Post, 

USA Today, AdAge, BusinessWeek, Fast Company, The New York Times and The Wall 

Street Journal; is the subject of four books including Like My Stu": How to Monetize 

Facebook; numerous best practice white papers and makes her a top choice as a TV 

commentator.

Want more information on Dr. Natalie? Follow her here:

•   https://twitter.com/drnatalie 

•   www.DrNatalieNews.com

•   www.linkedin.com/in/drnataliepetouho"/

•   Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/natalie.petouho" 

Author BiosWHITE PAPER
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Principal at Social Customer Service Builders: The Results Group™

Lisa Schwartz works with Dr. Natalie and clients to improve their Customer Service 

operations and strategy. With a specialized focus on Customer Experience, ROI, CRM, 

social media best practices, she assists in creating, defining and refining strategy and 

tactics through execution of customer service assessments, return on investment 

metrics and choosing social media/traditional technology and overseeing its 

implementation.

Lisa has held various management positions in Customer Service and Technical 

Operations at Ge"en Records, Intertainer, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Hitachi 

Consulting and Accenture. In addition, she has held positions as Worldwide Product 

Marketing Director, CRM and VP Global Marketing, Oracle Corporation, with industry 

experience in Communications, Media & Entertainment and CPG.  

Lisa has written two business books, many white papers and presentations on the 

topics of technology, technology adoption, organizational change management, 

CRM, sales, marketing, service, customer lifetime value, ROI and social media.
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* http://vandymkting.typepad.com/files/2010-4-mckinsey-a-new-way-to-
    measure-word-of-mouth.pdf

Strategic Customer Service: Managing Customer Service to Increase Positive Word 
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LiveOps is the global leader in cloud contact center and customer service solutions. 

More than 300 companies around the world, including Salesforce.com, Symantec, 

Royal Mail Group, and Amway New Zealand trust LiveOps’ technology to enable 

e!ective multichannel, social and mobile interactions with their customers. LiveOps’ 
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